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A MERCHANT MARINER’S JOURNAL 
By Jay P. Cooper 

 
 
Part I:  I Go Out To Sea 

 
My name is Jay P. Cooper. I am 86 years old. I have led an interesting life. I worked in the space and airplane world and participated in the launching 
of such programs as the FA-18 Navy Multirole Fighter and the bat-winged B-2 stealth bomber. But no experience, no event, no single watershed in 
my life stands out more vividly than that humid Sunday morning, in Panama City Harbor, when as a boy of eighteen, carrying a sea-bag, which 
contained most of my life’s possessions, I climbed the gangplank of the Mission Santa Maria, a battered, war weary, Victory-type oil tanker and met 
a half drunk, sleepy eyed boatswain, dressed in tattered dungarees and a torn T-shirt, who gruffly asked me, “Who the hell are you?”  Not realizing 
that I outranked this grungy apparition, I answered, with perfect military courtesy. “Sir, I am your new third class radio operator.” I must have smiled.  
I was finally in the war. 
 
The journey that led to the Mission Santa Maria had not been an easy one. It was littered with shreds of hope and potholes of disappointment. It was 
June 1944. The allies had stormed ashore in Normandy. The American Fifth Army, with great effort, was, against furious German opposition, inching 
its way painfully up the Italian peninsula. In the Pacific the US Navy was island hopping, and one by one Japanese bastions were falling to the 
Marines.  General McArthur had returned, with a great army to the Philippines and was marching toward Manila. The tide was slowly turning in the 
Allies’ favor. It was, as Winston Churchill so aptly put it, “Not the beginning of the end but the end of the beginning.”  
I watched my friends one by one, some drafted, some who enlisted, leave for the service. I had graduated high school in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
By then I had been turned down for the Air Corp, the Navy and the Coast Guard. I passed all the mental tests but couldn’t get through the physicals. 
You see, I was born with a deformed left foot. It was like a bad joke. After two surgeries I could run, march, do push ups, play football, work twelve 
hours on my feet slinging boxes in the supermarket. I just couldn’t serve my country in uniform. I felt as if I was being deprived of the one opportunity 
to prove myself as an American. It would be a shadow that I knew would haunt me for the rest of my life. Then came the first iota of hope. I was 
classified    1A (L). That meant I was cleared for limited duty. There was one serious hitch. The army was not calling up any persons in the limited 
service category. 

 
Depressed and devoid of hope, one morning in late August 1944, I was in downtown Pittsburgh walking the streets, when I noticed a sign. It said in 
simple terms: “Join the Merchant Marines And Be Out To Sea In Six Weeks.” “OUT TO SEA” - those were the words that caught my imagination! I 
loved the water, in spite of the fact that I had been raised in a landlocked city, black with the soot of a thousand mills and factories. The only water I 
ever knew were two dark, muddy rivers that flowed through the city and met at a point downtown where they became the Ohio. But my Saturday 
afternoon movie idol was the swashbuckling Errol Flynn in Captain Blood and The Sea Hawk. I had read Moby Dick and envied Ishmael, the only 
survivor of Ahab’s ship the Pequod. I had watched with keen interest as Humphrey Bogart battled Nazis in the North Atlantic and as Clark Gable, the 
first mate of the Bounty, challenged Bligh, the cruel and ruthless Captain whose name became a byword for the harsh, unreasoning discipline in the 
19th century British Navy. I was ready to go to sea, and like Ishmael, I knew I could then rid myself of “the damp, drizzly November in my soul.”   
 
PART II. Training 
 
Boot camp for the Maritime Service was based in Sheepshead Bay, a sliver of land on the eastern edge of Brooklyn. It was six weeks of learning 
nautical terms and swimming under burning oil. I was taught the difference between port and starboard, and a ladder and stairs. We were training to 
be a Mess men. Working in the kitchen peeling potatoes and making pots of soup was the quickest way to get into the war.  As I approached my 
sixth week, I began to look forward to those long days in the kitchen (I mean the galley) when I would sling hash and feed the troops (I mean the 
crew) and be a real sailor. One morning our unit was summoned to an assembly. Put at ease, we were asked who knew how to type. A handful of us 
raised our hands. I had been told never to volunteer but I ignored the warning. This time it paid off. After listening through a set of earphones to some 
noises where I was able to distinguish some long sounds from some short sounds, I was informed that I was eligible to go to radio school and 
become a Warrant Radio Electrician. This, in effect, would make me a warrant officer and earn me the inalienable right to be called “Sparks.”  
Three months of non-stop radio school on a damp postage stamp of land in New York harbor called Hoffman Island netted me the ability to take 
international Morse code on the radio at twenty words a minute, a second class radio telegraph license, and a nervous tic in my left eye, that 
involuntarily blinked, especially when I watched a flashing neon sign. Now the adventure began. I was flown on a Navy PBY aircraft to Coco Solo 
Naval Air Station in Panama, trekked across the isthmus to Panama City and deposited on a deserted pier in front of an oil tanker that looked like it 
needed a giant bath.  
 
Part III. The Mission Santa Maria 
   
The Mission Santa Maria was a Victory-series oil tanker that had seen a great deal of service in the many backwaters of the war. It now carried 
heavy grade fuel oil to feed the hungry diesel engines of admiral Nimitz’s third fleet. Somewhere, way out there in the far reaches of the Pacific, the 
fleet was gathering for the assault on Okinawa that was to lead to the final chapter of the war. It was to be a massive attack by land, sea and air on 
the Japanese mainland. The Mission Santa Maria (interesting that it had almost the same name as Columbus’s flagship) was staffed by sixty 
merchant mariners and fourteen US Navy personnel who manned the eight 50 millimeter anti-aircraft guns, the three-inch fifty heavy gun up forward 
and the prize of our armament, the five-inch thirty-eight cannon aft. I found out subsequently that during one of their infrequent drills the gun crew 
practiced with live ammunition and completely missed the targets. But they were an enthusiastic bunch. The gun crew was led by a courteous 
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southern officer and gentleman with the familiar last name of Cooper! I met my boss and to my surprise discovered he was from my home town. In 
fact he lived in Dormont, Pennsylvania, which was a quiet suburb of the city of Pittsburgh. I bunked in with the second radio operator, a quiet spoken, 
heavily mustached guy, in his thirties who hailed from Nashville, Tennessee. My bunkmate was pleasant enough but only when he was sober. The 
day before we sailed he turned up with ten cases of Carta Vieja Cuban rum. This invaluable cargo was loaded with the obvious blessing of our 
Captain who never showed himself until we had been out to sea for several days. I later determined the Captain was a one-half partner in the rum 
supply. (NOTE: Liquor was not permitted on US merchant vessels but the Santa Maria had been out of the states such a long time that the rules 
didn’t seem to apply.) The purser/pharmacist’s mate was our only ship’s doctor. He was also the chief finance officer. He had four months of training 
with the last six weeks devoted to the basic mysteries of medicine. The pharmacy had an ample supply of antibiotics and plenty of aspirin. But we 
were to find out, to the dismay of a number of the crew, that the sulfa, which was the mainstay of the antibiotic supply, had grown stale and was 
ineffective. My confidence was bolstered when I met the First Mate. It was obvious who ran the ship. This blonde Swedish descendent of the Vikings 
was a consummate officer. He supervised loading and commanded the respect of both the deck and the “black gang” in the engine room. When he 
was on the bridge you knew the ship was under control. He didn’t seem to mind that the Captain only occasionally appeared. He was the de facto 
skipper, and we all knew it and considered it a blessing. When I inquired as to when we would join up with the convoy, I was advised there was no 
convoy. We were to go it alone, half way around the world, across an ocean that harbored many Japanese submarines and a number of isolated 
islands still manned by the Imperial Japanese Army. Our seventeen knot cruising speed and zigzag course would protect us from enemy predators -- 
or so I was told.  At dawn on a balmy Monday morning, out with the tide, the Mission Santa Maria, upped anchor and headed west toward the 
Hawaiian Islands. Before long we ran out of landfall and Panamanian fisherman. We faced the surging swells of what seemed to be an endless 
world of green water, capped by white foam. I was at sea and I loved it.I soon fell into the routine. Four hours duty in the radio shack and eight hours 
off.   Somehow I got assigned to the eight-to-twelve shift. I could eat at normal meal hours and stand general quarters with the crew at sunset. Most 
sub attacks occurred as the daylight hours waned. At twilight the guns were fully manned and the watch was doubled. The sunsets were spectacular. 
The sea assumed an incredible blue color tinted with a bright orange. I had never seen such cloud formations -- fantastic worlds of huge white 
plumed castles, mirrors of great jagged mountains that stretched for endless miles across an azure backdrop. When it rained you could see the 
approaching squall a hundred miles away. The rain, a massive cloud of mist, approached, usually surrounded by a vast panorama of multi-colored 
rainbows. At night, free of the polluted atmosphere of large cities, the sky sparkled with a billion pinpoints of light. In the presence of such majestic 
beauty it was hard to believe that an implacable enemy might lurk somewhere, out there, waiting for the right time to destroy us.Our first few weeks 
were uneventful. We made Eniwitok in the Marshal Islands in less than fourteen days. During my watch I would copy BAMS (British/American 
Merchant Service) messages. Our wartime call letters  --WC3NW -- were usually included with dozens of other ships in housekeeping and weather 
messages. At any given time there were more than a hundred ships of all kinds in the South Pacific sector. The Chief had attached a special 
meaning to our call letters so we would always be alert for messages. WC3NW connoted “We Caught Three Naked Women.”  I waited in vain for 
that special day when my radio would announce our call letters and I would become the bearer of important tidings to the men of “We Caught Three 
Naked Women.” When the radio was silent, I would read Raymond Chandler or Dashiell Hammett novels or just about any one of the paper back 
books from our small ship’s library that hinted of crime, murder, passion or suspense. I even started an amateurish story of my own. It was about a 
fictional detective named Martin Lopen. I never finished the story but I guess it was about as well done as any eighteen year old who lacked formal 
academic training could have authored. I gave chapters to my friend Sokel who was on the Navy gun crew. He liked it. Of course, he also liked 
Famous Funnies and Batman comics. (So did I.)  Some would call our lives on this smaller-than-a-football-field ship tedious and boring. To me it was 
the embodiment of my childhood dreams, a real life adventure. 
  
Part IV.  We Are Attacked 
 
We had passed the Marshal Islands, where eighteen months ago Marines had stormed ashore on Eniwitok and Tarawa in the first of many, island-
hopping, amphibious landings. During the war Tarawa had been particularly bloody as Americans learned tough lessons about ocean tides. Our 
troops had been prematurely unloaded and sadly, many a young marine had found his final resting place in the waves of this now peaceful, sandy 
atoll. West of the Marshals, the South Pacific stretched across the bottom of the world in what seemed like an endless water pathway to Australia, 
the Philippines and to where Nimitz and Mac Arthur had shifted the war. What I didn’t know at the time, was that in this vast sea there were many 
uncharted islands inhabited by small pockets of Japanese soldiers, which Admiral Nimitz had chosen to bypass rather than uselessly expend 
American lives on capturing dots of land that had no strategic value. It was from one of these isolated islands that the enemy came and fired shots in 
anger at the Mission Santa Maria. It was the first and last act of hostility that I was to experience in World War II. As I indicated, at sunset the ship 
stood general quarters. On one lush evening as the twilight slowly settled over the water and the ship was awakening from an indolent afternoon, we 
heard the sound of a lone airplane. The gun crew had taken their alert stations and their Commander, fresh from a nap and probably a leisurely nip, 
had arrived on deck. I was on the fantail with Sokel and another guy whose station was at the aft five-inch thirty-eight cannon.  Everyone’s eyes 
watched curiously as the airplane circled overhead.  Lt. Cooper studied the aircraft and announced it was a Douglas A 20 Havoc, an American-made 
light bomber. We all relaxed, an American aircraft, no danger here. What did not occur to anybody, except our savvy First Mate, was, what the hell 
was a light American bomber doing this far east, way out of the range of any known American bases? The Mate requested that all guns be manned 
and that we hold our fire till we could get some identification. Lt. Cooper agreed. Suddenly with a roar the A-20 dove at us, made a pass from stem to 
stern, firing its twin 50 millimeter machine guns as it zoomed over. Bullets pinged off the deck   Fortunately no one was hit and the bullets that struck 
the ship did not pierce the oil tanks. Our only casualty was an ordinary seamen, a deck hand, who in his haste to get off the strip of metal deck that 
bridged mid-ships to the aft forecastle, had tripped and fallen on his head. He was knocked out and bleeding. He was quickly rescued by the purser 
and a couple of other deck hands who carried him mid-ships to the infirmary. It had happened so quickly that the gun crew had never gotten off a 
shot. The A-20 climbed as if positioning for a second pass. The Captain was now on the bridge. He ordered full speed and a more pronounced 
zigzag course. What worried all of us was if the A-20 was carrying a bomb. One hit and, although we wouldn’t explode, if the bomb ignited in an oil 
tank, we could be swamped with oil sludge and catch on fire. Out here, even if we safely got off the ship, at least a thousand miles from any possible 
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rescue, we would be in real trouble. I immediately went to an aft 20-millimeter anti-aircraft gun which was my duty station during an attack and 
waited. My two superiors manned the radio shack poised to send an SOS distress call.  The gun crew was ready for the second pass. We were all 
grim and a little scared. But we were ready. The attack never came. The A-20 climbed, hesitated for a moment, then made a decision. It flew off into 
the distance, quickly becoming a mere speck, and then disappeared.  Lt. Cooper thought it might contact a submarine and wanted to send out an 
SOS. The Captain chose to maintain radio silence and thus keep our position a relative secret. He felt at full speed, on a preordained zigzag course, 
we would be miles away before a submarine could arrive on the scene.  The next few evenings general quarters was fraught with more than a little 
anxiety; however, the Captain was right. A sub never appeared. We speculated a lot about the encounter. We concluded it was probably a captured 
A-20, that the attack was random and there was no coordination with a submarine. 
 
PART V: We Arrive At Our Destination  
 
The Carolines are a cluster of islands in the far reaches of the South Pacific. They were located in what Merchant Mariners referred to as “the 
hundred per cent zone.”  It meant our pay doubled in what, as the current situation warranted, was considered the most hazardous areas in the 
Pacific theatre. When we pulled into Ulithi Atoll I was totally unprepared for what would be the most spectacular sight my eyes would behold. Ulithi 
was a giant horseshoe of an island with a protected anchorage spacious enough to house the entire Pacific fleet.   On that morning when the Mission 
Santa Maria arrived, I felt as if I was viewing a  magnificent canvas so huge and breathtaking that not in any stretch of my fertile imagination could I 
ever have conjured up this grand tapestry. They were all there. The battleships, the carriers, the cruisers and destroyers, the marine class troopships 
and the support vessels. A gathering of might more powerful than anything the world had ever seen. They were preparing to go north and take 
Okinawa, the island so close to the Japanese mainland that, once in American hands, it would provide a land base for continuous non-stop bombing 
of Tokyo. A fixed fortress, where the allies could amass a million troops for the invasion of the Japanese homeland. To me, this magnificent armada 
seemed sitting ducks for a heavy bombing raid. I remembered stories of Taranto where a squadron of British heavy bombers had surprised the 
Italian fleet and literally destroyed it in less than an hour. The scene seemed reminiscent of Pearl Harbor. I was dead wrong. Marine fighters flew 
daily patrols and every ship was on alert on a 24-hour basis. Furthermore, since the Marianna turkey shoot and the Battle of Leyte Gulf, save for the 
submarines, the remnants of the Japanese Navy had retreated far to the North to guard its home waters. We were as safe as if we were in New York 
harbor, possibly safer.   
   
PART VI. A Message For WC3NW 
 
Two days before we reached Ulithi, during my morning watch, a startling event occurred.  Sunk deeply in my late morning reverie, I was reading a 
Raymond Chandler, Philip Marlowe novel, when something interrupted my train of thought. The radio, which, except for a constant low roar of static, 
normally remained silent between housekeeping messages, sprang to life. My initial reaction was that I was hearing things. Then it came again. An 
urgent summons to take a message. Dit-dah-dah, dah-dit-dah-dit, dit-dit-dit-dah dah-dit, dit-dit-dah.(WC3NW).  I seized my earphones, adjusted the 
paper in my typewriter and waited. The message arrived. It came in code, five letters at a time. At the first break I called for the Chief on the 
loudspeaker.  When he heard why, he arrived at the radio shack in double time. We waited for the next data dump and it came. He was busy 
decoding the transmission, when he realized the substance of the message. We were to unload our cargo at Ulithi and proceed back to Pearl Harbor 
for resupply. From there we were to navigate the Canal, pick up fuel oil in Port De La Cruz, Venezuela and then sail to New York harbor where we 
would go into dry dock for refurbishment.   The Mission Santa Maria’s many voyages had far exceeded the required time when the ship was due for 
an overhaul. We were being ordered out of the war. The fleet would go north and fight desperate battles with Kamikaze suicide bombers, the “divine 
wind,” as they were called by their fanatic pilots. What was left of the Japanese fleet would sortie out and find final homes in the coral lagoons of 
Truk or the dark oil-slicked waters of Tokyo Bay. There was still Okinawa and a formidable force of Japanese Marines and the Imperial army, but 
they too would be ultimately vanquished. Then there was the tragedy of the atomic bomb at Hiroshima and its ultimate devastation.  Yet, as 
President Harry Truman had understood, the bomb saved Japan from total destruction, probably preserved two million lives as well as the Emperor 
whose symbol meant order in a post-war Japan. All this would happen without the participation of the Mission Santa Maria. The ship had been in on 
“the end of the beginning” but was to miss “the beginning of the end.”   
 
PART VII. The Voyage Home 
 
We stopped in Pearl Harbor for three days to get a fresh supply of food. By  spring of 1945 there were few scars left of the 1941 surprise attack. 
Pearl was a bustling world of riveters and welders repairing ships and of longshoreman loading and unloading eclectic caches of cargo. Only the tip 
of the Battleship Arizona remained, poking its mournful superstructure above the waters of the harbor to remind us of that fateful Sunday in 
December when squadrons of zeros had suddenly descended on Pearl harbor and decimated the American Pacific Fleet.  Honolulu was rife with 
military from the world over. There were two lines in front of a number of buildings. One line was for beer and the second line was for the brothels. It 
may have been Mother Cooper’s upbringing or just the length of the lines, but I found myself instead eating ice cream with Sokel and a couple of 
other Navy guys on the beach at Oahu. It was the first ice cream I’d had in five months.  That night we indulged on steak and french fries at one of 
the better restaurants. It was a treat. Although, if the truth were known, we certainly didn’t starve on the Mission Santa Maria. We had powdered 
scrambled eggs, bacon and pancakes for breakfast and usually beef, pork or fish for lunch. Fortunately, our freezer functioned well. I kept from 
gaining weight by doing calisthenics every day on the fantail. I did pushups, set ups and boxed with the Navy guys.  I was in better shape than I ever 
had been.  We made excellent time on the rest of the voyage until we ran into a hurricane just outside of Panama. It was so fierce we had to take on 
ballast because we were empty. The waves were mountainous. I went up to the bridge to view the storm. The Captain was no where to be seen. The 
First Mate was in charge. He allowed as there was nothing you could do but weather the storm. A huge wall of water would engulf the prow of the 
ship. The ship would rise and then plunge into the trough with a mighty splash. At one point a mountainous wave submerged the bridge. I thought I 
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saw my maker in that maelstrom of water. I probably did. It soaked right through my foul weather gear and penetrated to my shirt. I thought, “that is 
enough; I don’t have to be out here.” I went below to my cabin to try to get some sleep. Amazingly, I did fall asleep. Oh, for the temperament and 
fortitude of an eighteen year old! I woke up in the middle of the night and there was water sloshing on the floor of my cabin. I thought we were sinking 
but I also quickly observed that the heaving and thrashing of the ship had ceased, and we seemed to be in calm waters. By morning we had gone 
through most of the canal and were anchored quietly in Gatun Lake. 
 
Part VIII.  Port De La Cruz: I Learn Some Lessons  
 
We completed our passage of the Canal and began to search for Port De La Cruz.    
For some reason we spent the rest of the day cruising past the rain forests searching for the narrow channel that led into Port De La Cruz. By 
nightfall we found it, and at 10 p.m. Venezuela time we dropped anchor in this backwater of the world. We awaited our turn at the pumps that would 
load our ship with the thick, black, grimy liquid that ran the ships, airplanes and vehicles of the world. Port De La Cruz was a typical oil port with a 
tropical backdrop. It was hot, dirty, full of raunchy wooden saloons with thatched roofs, bleary-eyed prostitutes and tough, unshaven characters. 
Sokel and I went ashore just to get the flavor of the place. We got more than a taste. We got a belly full and almost didn’t get back.  We wandered 
around, taking in the sights, such as they were. We bumped into my boss who was eating a can of tuna fish. I politely declined a taste. I grew up in 
the food business and this looked more like cat food than edible human vittles. (He got food poisoning. For a few days I had to stand double 
watches.)  We were approached by several “business” ladies. They had all seen better days. Their skins were sallow and their eyes empty. We both 
declined. Even several months on an all male ship failed to whet our appetites for these worked-over women. I felt so bad for one girl. She pleaded 
with me. I gave her an American dollar but refused her wares. That was another fortunate decision. I found out later several of the guys didn’t refuse 
her and received a dose of venereal disease for their efforts. Generally sulfa cured the problem but our sulfa supply was sta le and didn’t work. It was 
sad. After all these many months at sea, away from home, they had to face their families (many of them had wives) with a most embarrassing 
problem - gonorrhea. Sokel and I were getting ready to return to the ship. We’d had had enough of Port de La Cruz. We had a jeep ride back down 
the hill. One of the deck hands stopped me. “Hey, Sparks,” he said, “you better get your buddy out of that bar. He’s in trouble.” Sokel and I went into 
the bar. We blundered into an extremely tense drama. My drunken roommate was backed up against the bar, surrounded by four of the meanest 
looking characters I had ever seen. The bartender had a bottle in his hand and a couple of the guys had knives. It was a scene right out of a B 
movie. Our sterling second radio operator was roaring drunk and had that crazy look in his eyes. I’d seen it before, like “come on you guys. I’ll take 
on all of you.” I decided I had to diffuse this situation and get him out of there.  I smiled. My high school Spanish quickly came back to me.  I 
remembered the word “Amigo.” The bartender studied us and decided we were not going to get into the fight. He too wanted my roomie out of there. 
He gestured and said some words in Spanish. The gang backed off a few steps. “Listen,” I said grabbing his arm. Sokel clutched the other arm. “We 
got to get the hell out of here now or we are all going to get hurt.”  The other four guys continued to menace us. Evidently some bad things had gone 
down prior to our arrival. I pulled out four one dollar bills and laid them on the bar. “Para usted,” I said.  My roomie was getting angrier. I couldn’t 
budge him. “Listen,” I said, “this is not a good place to die. Let us get the hell out of here!” Sokel wanted to knock him unconscious and drag him out. 
I didn’t think that was a very good idea. Somehow, and I am not at all sure how, I got through to him. We each gripped an arm and moved him out 
without any further incident. I think the four dollars, given the cost of drinks, was enough to buy for the whole bar. In any event, the four thugs didn’t 
bother us. They happily went to the bar for their free drinks. We got the jeep to carry us and arrived back at the ship which is where we stayed for the 
rest of time the ship was in Port De La Cruz. My roomie slept it off and didn’t even remember the incident. 
 
Part IX. On the Way Home 
 
Our trip through the Caribbean, in idyllic weather, was more like a vacation cruise. In Aruba where we unloaded part of our cargo, we swam off the 
side of the ship. The water was warm and full of fish. I saw a manta ray and never moved so fast through the water in my life. I probably broke an 
Olympic record. Later I was advised that manta rays were harmless. Sharks, I was told, weren’t. A few days later, as we sidled into the oil storage 
area in Bayonne, New Jersey to drop the rest of our cargo, we got the message in plain language. The Germans had surrendered and the war in 
Europe was over. Suffice to say the crew experienced  a subdued sense of elation. We broke out the last two bottles of Carta Vieja rum and passed 
out drinks to some of the crew. The next day we had the privilege of following a great ship, which I later found out was the Queen Mary, through the 
narrow passage of steel nets that led into New York harbor. No one cheered when the Statue of Liberty, the grand lady that presided over the 
harbor, hove into view. It was a moving sight, one so solemn that most us could not physically express ourselves. We observed in silence. But we 
knew we were home. 
 
Part X. A Second Voyage  
 
I was to take one more voyage in a Liberty troopship called the S. S. William Cushing. We went to Italy for several months and brought home 600 
exhausted troops of the Fifth Army, seasoned veterans, some of whom had fought their way across Africa and up the Italian boot. I had many more 
adventures on that trip. I saw whole towns, wrecked from shell fire, where not one building had a roof. I saw groups of ragged, hungry people. 
Children begging for chocolate. All the tragic results of the bankrupt enterprise that is war. I became a hardened sailor, caught dysentery, was 
ordered about by a captured German officer, who, looking at my tanned skin and ragged khaki uniform, thought I was a prisoner. I got into a fight 
with my roommate, the second radio operator, because I fed five guys in our cabin during the arduous voyage home. For my efforts I inherited an M-
1 carbine and heard some exciting war stories. But even now, some fifty-six years later, I vividly remember, as if it happened yesterday, the Mission 
Santa Maria, as it zigzagged across the South Pacific heading toward the fleet rendezvous at Ulithi. The mind does not shed those memories. They 
are indelibly etched, forever, in the vault of your brain. In time they become less perilous and more romantic. We were only bit players on the 
immense stage that was World War II. But we were in the show.           


